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Caecilius, Longinus and Photius
Malcolm Heath
University of Leeds
ABSTRACT: The main sources of Photius’ essays on the ten orators (codices 25968) are [Plutarch] Lives of the Ten Orators and, for Demosthenes, Libanius’
hypotheses. A residue of material remains which cannot be assigned to any
extant source. It has been suggested that significant sections of this residue are
derived, directly or indirectly, from Caecilius of Caleacte. This paper argues:
(i) Photius’ unidentified source is an author who cited Caecilius, but who was
also willing to comment on and criticise his opinions. Only those passages in
which Caecilius is named (485b14-36, 489b13-15) can safely be included
among his fragments.
(ii) The later author who cited, commented on and criticised Caecilius was the
third-century critic Cassius Longinus.
(iii) We do not know how material from Longinus reached Photius, or with what
degree of adaptation; and we cannot be sure to what extent Photius himself
rearranged, abbreviated, paraphrased and added to this material.

Photius drew on a number of different sources in compiling his essays on the
ten orators (codices 259-68). His core biographical source is the pseudoPlutarchan Lives of the Ten Orators; for Demosthenes, Libanius’ hypotheses are
also used. An important contribution by Rebekah M. Smith identified a number of
passages which show stylistic evidence of Photius’ own hand, proving that he
made a more significant contribution than has generally been acknowledged. But a
residue of material remains which cannot be assigned to any extant source. Smith
subsequently extended her analysis, arguing that significant sections of this
residue are derived, directly or indirectly, from Caecilius of Caleacte.1 In this
paper I shall argue for a different position, defending the following three theses:
(i) Photius’ unidentified source is an author who cited Caecilius, but who was also
willing to comment on and criticise his opinions. Since there are grounds for
believing that this later author cited and criticised the views of others as well, only
those passages in which Caecilius is named (485b14-36, 489b13-15) can safely be
included among his fragments.
(ii) The later author who cited, commented on and criticised Caecilius was the
third-century critic Cassius Longinus—a hypothesis too brusquely discarded by
Smith.2 Since Longinus, an exceptionally erudite and authoritative critic, is
unlikely to have followed any one predecessor slavishly, this strengthens the
argument against attributing material to Caecilius where he is not referred to by
name.

1

Smith (1992); Smith (1994a), (1994b). The passages she attributes to Caecilius are conveniently
listed in (1994a) 527.
2
On Longinus see most fully Brisson and Patillon (1994, 1998); my references to the fragments of
Longinus follow their numeration. In Heath (1999a) I argue that the treatise On Sublimity is likely
to be by Longinus, but the position developed in the present paper is independent of that claim.
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(iii) We do not know how material from Longinus reached Photius, or with what
degree of adaptation; and we cannot be sure to what extent Photius himself
rearranged, abbreviated, paraphrased and added to this material. We must
therefore also exercise caution in attributing material to Longinus.

1. Antiphon, cod. 259, 485b14-40
(485b14) Ð mšntoi Sikelièthj Kaik…lioj m¾ kecrÁsqa… fhsi tÕn ·»tora
to‹j kat¦ di£noian sc»masin, ¢ll¦ kateuqÝ aÙtù kaˆ ¢pl£stouj t¦j
no»seij ™kfšresqai, trop¾n dā ™k toà panoÚrgou kaˆ ¢n£llaxin oÜte
zhtÁsai tÕn ¥ndra oÜte cr»sasqai, ¢ll¦ di' aÙtîn d¾ tîn nohm£twn
kaˆ tÁj fusikÁj aÙtîn ¢kolouq…aj ¥gein tÕn ¢kroat¾n prÕj tÕ boÚlhma.
(b21) oƒ g¦r p£lai ·»torej ƒkanÕn aØto‹j ™nÒmizon eØre‹n te t¦
™nqum»mata kaˆ tÍ fr£sei perittîj ¢pagge‹lai. ™spoÚdazon g¦r tÕ Ólon
perˆ t¾n lšxin kaˆ tÕn taÚthj kÒsmon, prîton mān Ópwj e‡h shmantik¾
kaˆ eÙprep»j, eta dā kaˆ ™narmÒnioj ¹ toÚtwn sÚnqesij. ™n toÚtJ g¦r
aÙto‹j kaˆ t¾n prÕj toÝj „diètaj diafor¦n ™pˆ tÕ kre‹tton perig…nesqai.
(b27) eta e„pën æj ¢schm£tistoj e‡h kat¦ di£noian Ð toà 'Antifîntoj
lÒgoj, ésper ™pidiorqoÚmenoj ˜autÒn: (b29) oÙ toàto lšgw, fhs…n, æj
oÙdān eØr…sketai diano…aj par¦ 'Antifînti scÁma: kaˆ g¦r ™rèths…j pou
kaˆ par£leiyij kaˆ ›tera toiaàta œneisin aÙtoà to‹j lÒgoij: ¢ll¦ t…
fhmi; Óti m¾ kat' ™pit»deusin m»te sunecîj ™cr»sato toÚtoij, ¢ll' œnqa
¨n ¹ fÚsij aÙt¾ meqode…aj tinÕj cwrˆj ¢pÁgen: Ö d¾ kaˆ perˆ toÝj
tucÒntaj tîn „diwtîn œstin Ðr©n. (b36) di¦ toàto kaˆ Ótan tij
¢schmat…stouj enai lšgV lÒgouj, oÙ kaq£pax o„htšon tîn schm£twn
aÙtoÝj ¢pesterhmšnouj enai (toàto g¦r ¢dÚnaton) ¢ll' Óti tÕ
™mmšqodon kaˆ sunecāj kaˆ ™rrwmšnon tîn schm£twn oÙk œstin Ðrèmenon
™n aÙto‹j. (b40)
(485b14) But the Sicilian Caecilius says that the orator did not use the figures of
thought; instead, his ideas are expressed directly and without contrivance, and
he did not seek out or make use of any unscrupulous turn or inversion, but led
the hearer wherever he wished through the thoughts themselves and their natural
sequence. (b21) For the ancient orators considered it sufficient to invent
arguments and express them in an excellent style. Their whole concern was with
diction and its ornamentation—first, that it should be meaningful and
appropriate, and then that the arrangement of the words should also be
harmonious. For it is in this that their difference from and superiority to lay
people lies. (b27) Then, having said that Antiphon’s discourse is unfigured with
respect to thought, as if correcting himself he says: (b29) I do not mean that no
figure of thought is found in Antiphon—for erotesis and paraleipsis and other
things of the sort are present in his speeches. So what do I mean? That he did
not use them habitually or continually, but only where nature itself led him to it
without any technical artifice; and this can be observed in ordinary lay people as
well. (b36) For this reason, whenever someone says that speeches are unfigured,
one should not jump to the conclusion that they are devoid of figures (that is
impossible), but that the systematic, continual and pronounced use of figures is
not to be observed in them. (b40)
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This passage derives from a source which reports and quotes Caecilius.3
Ofenloch prints the whole passage as Caecilius fr. 103, marking b21-27 and b2940 as direct quotations; but it is clear from the infinitive perig…nesqai that b21-27
is indirect, and Smith (1994a, 526) treats only b29-40 as direct quotation. I
suspect, however, that even this goes too far. It is not clear why Caecilius should
move at b36 from explaining what he meant by describing Antiphon’s discourse as
unfigured to commenting on what anyone might mean by describing any
discourses4 as unfigured; but it is easy to imagine the later author who quotes
Caecilius’ self-clarification using it as a peg on which to hang general advice of
his own about how negative statements of that kind are to be understood.
There is some slight lexical evidence in b36-40 to support the suggestion that
Photius’ source is an author significantly later than Caecilius: ™mmšqodoj (b39)
does not seem to be attested in other rhetorical texts before Sopater (RG 4.318.8,
12) and Syrianus (2.81.2 Rabe). Moreover, part of this passage appears (in
epitome) as the third of a series of excerpts on topics in rhetorical theory and
criticism (213-6 Spengel-Hammer):
Óti trop¾ ™k toà panoÚrgou kaˆ ™x£llaxij oÙdem…a Ãn ™n to‹j ¢rca…oij,
¢ll¦ kaˆ t¦ toà noà sc»mata Ñyš pote e„j toÝj dikanikoÝj lÒgouj
pareisÁlqen: ¹ ple…wn g¦r aÙto‹j spoud¾ perˆ t¾n lšxin kaˆ tÕn taÚthj
kÒsmon Ãn kaˆ t¾n sunq»khn kaˆ ¡rmon…an. (213.8-12)
There was no unscrupulous turn or inversion in the ancients. In fact, the figures
of thought entered forensic speeches at a late date; their predominant concern
was with diction, its ornament and harmonious arrangement.

This is not the only parallel between the excerpts and Photius: as we shall see,
there is another clear example in 488b25-27 (= §2, below), and a possible one in
492b9-17 (§6). It seems likely, therefore, that the collection of excerpts was made
from the same work that was Photius’ source. The collection certainly postdates
Caecilius, since much of the rhetorical doctrine that it contains derives from a later
period.5 One example that does not seem to have been mentioned before is the
parallel between excerpt 6 (214.7-9, on the handling of paragraf») and Sopater’s
commentary on Hermogenes (RG 4.315-22, esp. 317.27-318.13; cf. 596.30,
599.16)—the very passage cited above for the use of ™mmšqodoj.6
The collection of excerpts is headed ‘From Longinus’ (= Longinus F16); so if
this ascription is trustworthy, we can identify Photius’ source precisely. There is
3

Since Photius himself is not likely to have had direct access to Caecilius’ work, and since in the
parts that are not direct quotation there are none of the signs of Photius’ style identified by Smith, it
is reasonable to assume that the mix of report and quotation was already present in Photius’ source.
4
Smith’s translation (1994b, 604 n.3) is misleading on this point, rendering the indefinite lÒgouj
as ‘his speeches’.
5
Mayer (1910) xxx-xxxvii was driven to this conclusion, even after resorting to the desperate
expedient of twice emending ‘Aristides’ into ‘Aeschines’. He suggests (xxxvii) Apsines as a source,
implausibly seeing (e.g.) excerpt 16 (215.18-21, with four heads of purpose) as a summary of
‘Apsines’ 291-6 (with six).
6
It may be relevant that Sopater derived some material indirectly from Longinus’ pupil Porphyry:
Rabe (1931) xiii-xiv.
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always a measure of uncertainty in the manuscript attribution of technical
material,7 but this instance affords no specific grounds for doubt. Smith, in
rejecting the attribution of the excerpts to Longinus, makes two points.8 First, she
reports Spengel’s claim that the superscription is in a different hand from the
excerpts themselves; but subsequent inspection of the manuscript by Graeven
overturned this claim.9 Secondly, she conjectures that the attribution was
prompted by the mention of Longinus in excerpt 2 (213.6); but the text there
(lšgousi Logg‹noj) is clearly corrupt, and (given that the heading is not a later
addition) Longinus’ name is more likely to have intruded as a result of the
superscription. The resemblance between excerpt 7 (214.10-15) and a fragment of
book 2 of Longinus’ Philological Discourses preserved by the fifth-century
sophist Lachares (F21a = Lachares 294.14-35 Graeven) provides an admittedly
limited measure of corroboration.
There is nothing implausible in the hypothesis that it was Longinus who
transmitted this fragment of Caecilius. Caecilius’ works were available to
members of Longinus’ intellectual circle: a fragment of Porphyry (408F Smith =
Eusebius PE 10.3.13) describes a discussion at a dinner-party given by Longinus
in which one of the participants cites a judgement of Caecilius on Menander.10
Caecilius was also available to Tiberius (probably the philosopher and sophist of
Suda T550), who cites him in On Figures; since he also cites Apsines he cannot be
earlier than the third century.11

2. Lysias, cod. 262, 488b25-489a9
(488b25) œsti mān ™n oÙk Ñl…goij aÙtoà lÒgoij ºqikÒj, g…netai dā kat¦
di£noian Ð ºqikÒj, Ótan crhst¾n œcV proa…resin kaˆ prÕj t¦ belt…w
·špousan. (b27) Óqen oÙ cr¾ yilîj t¦ pracqšnta lšgein, ¢ll¦ kaˆ t¾n
gnèmhn sun£ptein meq' Âj ™pr£tteto ›kaston, oŒon ¨n mān calep¦ Ï kaˆ
prÕj f…louj À ¥llwj metr…ouj t¾n ¢n£gkhn a„ti©sqai, ¨n dā ¢me…nw, t¾n
proa…resin. aÛth dā m£lista piqan¾ g…netai, e„ t¾n a„t…an prosl£boi.
t¦j mšntoi a„t…aj oÙ cr¾ toà lusiteloàj ›neka paralamb£nein: fron…mou
g¦r m©llon À crhstoà kaˆ eÙgnèmonoj t¦ toiaàta. calepÕj dā Ð trÒpoj
ful£xai: diÕ kaˆ Lus…aj ™n aÙtù fa…netai poll£kij diamart£nwn. (b36)
qaum£zontai mšntoi ge aÙtoà ¥lloi te polloˆ lÒgoi kaˆ d¾ kaˆ Ð prÕj
Dioge…tona ™pitropÁj: piqan»n te g¦r kaˆ kaqar¦n t¾n di»ghsin poie‹tai,
¢ll' oÙk eÙqÝj ™pˆ t¦j aÙx»seij kaˆ t¦j deinèseij, Óper polloˆ
p£scousin, Øp£getai. kaˆ g¦r oÙd' œstin o„ke‹a t¦ toiaàta tÁj prèthj
didaskal…aj toà pr£gmatoj, ¢ll' ™n to‹j met¦ taàta cèran œcei
katalšgesqai. kaˆ poll¾n dā t¾n kaqarÒthta kaˆ saf»neian œn te to‹j
pr£gmasi kaˆ ta‹j lšxesin ¢p' aÙtÁj tÁj toà lÒgou prob£lletai ¢rcÁj,
7

See Heath (1998) 89f.
Smith (1994) 525, overlooking some relevant contributions to the discussion: Graeven (1895)
300-303; Keil (1904); Brinkmann (1907) 625-8; Aulitzky (1927) 1411. More recently, Brisson and
Patillon (1998) 3078-80 have also accepted the attribution to Longinus.
9
Graeven (1895) 302.
10
If Longinus was the author of On Sublimity (see n.2), then of course we know that he studied
Caecilius’ works.
11
Cf. Solmsen (1936); Ballaira (1968).
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ésper kaˆ tÕ scÁma tÕ kat' eÙqe‹an ¡rmÒzon ¢fhg»sei, kaˆ tÕ mhdšn ti
œxwqen sunefšlkesqai. tÕ dā tÁj ¡rmon…aj aÙtoà k£lloj oÙ pantÒj
™stin a„sq£nesqai: kaˆ g¦r doke‹ mān ¡plîj kaˆ æj œtuce sugke‹sqai,
e„j Øperbol¾n dā kÒsmou kateskeÚastai. (a9)
(488b25) In many of his speeches he expresses character. One expresses
character in respect of thought whenever there is an intention that is virtuous
and inclines towards what is morally superior. (b27) So one should not simply
state the facts, but also add the intent with which each thing was done—e.g. if it
was harsh and directed towards friends or other reasonable people, attribute it to
necessity; but if it was better, to free choice. This is most convincing if the
reason is included as well—though reasons should not include advantage: that is
the mark of someone who is calculating rather than virtuous and well-meaning.
This manner is hard to sustain, which is why even Lysias can often be seen
making mistakes in it. (b36) But very many of his speeches are held in high
esteem, and not least that Against Diogeiton, dealing with a case of
guardianship. He makes the narrative persuasive and lucid, and is not
immediately diverted into amplification and expressions of strong emotion, as
happens to many. That kind of thing is not appropriate to the initial exposition of
the facts, though they do have their place in what follows. He achieves a high
degree of lucidity and clarity both in the facts and in his diction from the very
start of the speech, and likewise the figure of direct assertion, which is suitable
to narration, and the avoidance of introducing external factors. Not everyone
can perceive the beauty of his arrangement of words; the construction seems to
be simple and spontaneous, but is contrived to an exceptional degree of
ornament. (a9)

As noted above, b25-27 corresponds to Longinus, excerpt 14 (215.14f.):
Óti ºqikÕj lÒgoj g…netai kat¦ di£noian, Ótan crhst¾n œcV proa…resin
kaˆ prÕj t¦ belt…w ·špousan.
A speech expresses character in respect of thought whenever it has an intention
that is virtuous and inclines towards what is morally superior.

Ofenloch prints b25-a13 as fr. 109; his annotation (‘Dionysii esse non
possunt... quare haec et quae praecedunt Caecilio tribui’) notably fails to consider
all the alternative possibilities. Smith (1994a, 527) curtails the Caecilian fragment
at a9, convincingly assigning the next sentence to Photius on stylistic grounds; she
supports the attribution to Caecilius on the grounds that b25-7 is ‘strikingly
similar to Caecilius’ writing on Antiphon which is quoted in codex 259’—i.e.
485b14-40 (§1). But the similarity is not sufficiently striking to compel the
attribution; and if the identification of Photius’ source as Longinus is correct, then
he was fully competent to deploy the technical language of rhetoric with the
authoritative tone on which Smith remarks (1994a, 528; cf. 1994b, 603).

3. Lysias, cod. 262, 489a14-489b2
(489a14) ¢mfib£lletai mān par' ™n…oij Ð perˆ toà shkoà lÒgoj: Ð shkÕj
dā nàn edÒj ™stin ƒer©j ™la…aj. (a15) ¢ll' Óti mān gn»sioj Lus…ou, œk te
tîn kefala…wn dÁlon kaˆ ™k tîn perˆ aÙtoà ™piceirhm£twn kaˆ ™x
aÙtoà ge toà prooim…ou tÁj te dihg»sewj kaˆ toà ™pilÒgou (p£nu g¦r
daimon…wj kaˆ kat¦ t¾n e„qismšnhn tù ¢ndrˆ ™n tÍ ¡plÒthti deinÒtht£
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™stin ™xeirgasmšna taàta). kaˆ m¾n kaˆ tÕ kat' ™nqÚmhma ¢ll¦ m¾ kat'
™pice…rhma pr£ttein t¦j ¢pode…xeij toà Lus…ou m£lista tÕ „d…wma
¢paggšllei. ¢ll¦ kaˆ tÕ m¾ kaq' žn diatr…bonta mhkÚnein tÕn lÒgon tÁj
toà Lus…ou ™stˆn ¢kribe…aj, kaˆ tÕ eÙpagāj tîn lÒgwn, kaˆ tÕ di¦
bracÚthtoj poll¾n paršcein ¹don»n, Ö met£ ge Dhmosqšnhn oátoj mÒnoj
tîn ¥llwn ·htÒrwn fa…netai katorqèsaj, kaˆ tÕ k£lloj dā tÁj
diatupèsewj, ™n ú m»te Pl£twnoj m»te Dhmosqšnouj m»te A„sc…nou tÕ
œlattÒn ™stin ¢penhnegmšnoj. „d…wma dā Lus…ou kaˆ tÕ t¦j ¢ntiqšseij
pro£gein mhdamîj mān ™mfainoÚsaj tÕ ™pibebouleumšnon, tÕ dā Øp'
aÙtîn tîn pragm£twn ™pespasmšnon deiknÚein. tekm»rion dā tÁj
lusiakÁj dun£mewj kaˆ tÕ ™n p£sV tÍ periÒdJ tîn kèlwn eÙ£rmoston
kaˆ met¦ kaqarÒthtoj eÙanqšj. (a34)
(489a14) The authenticity of the speech On the Stump is disputed by some. (The
stump is a kind of sacred olive tree.) (a15) But that it is genuinely Lysias’ work
is clear from the heads of argument, and from the detailed argumentation, and
from the proem itself and the narrative and the epilogue; for these things are
worked out very remarkably, and in accordance with the man’s characteristic
combination of simplicity and forcefulness. Even using enthymemes rather than
epicheiremes to effect the demonstration is a strong indication of Lysias’
individual technique. Moreover, not lengthening the speech by dwelling on
points one by one is a mark of Lysias’ precision; also the compactness of the
language, and the great pleasure afforded by brevity (in which, apart from
Demosthenes, he alone among the orators is successful), and the beauty of his
descriptions (in which he is not inferior to Plato, Demosthenes or Aeschines).
Another feature of Lysias’ individual technique is the introduction of
counterpositions that give no hint of being premeditated, but display what is
suggested by the actual facts. Also evidence of Lysias’ power is the harmonious
arrangement of the cola in each period, and the combination of purity and
freshness in the style. (a34).

Ofenloch does not include this passage among the fragments of Caecilius.
Smith (1994b) assigns it to him on the grounds of stylistic similarities to 485b1440 (§1), 488b25-489a9 (§2) and 489b3-b17 (§4). However, the similarities to (§1)
are not sufficiently distinctive to establish common authorship, and there is no
positive evidence to connect (§2) or (§4) to Caecilius. One possible terminological
pointer to a later date is the use of ‘counterposition’ (¢nt…qesij a30) in a sense
that does not seem to be attested before the second century AD.12 The subjectmatter of this paragraph fits well with Longinus’ status as a recognised authority in
questions of attribution (Eunapius Lives of the Sophists 4.1.5 = 6.27-7.2
Giangrande), and in what immediately follows we find another piece of evidence
consistent with the identification of Photius’ source as Longinus:
(489a34) Paàloj dš ge Ð ™k Mus…aj tÒn te perˆ toà shkoà lÒgon, oÙdān
tîn e„rhmšnwn sunie…j, tÁj te gnhsiÒthtoj tîn lusiakîn ™kb£llei
lÒgwn, kaˆ polloÝj kaˆ kaloÝj ¥llouj e„j nÒqouj ¢porriy£menoj
pollÁj kaˆ meg£lhj toÝj ¢nqrèpouj çfele…aj ¢pestšrhsen, oÙc'
eØriskomšnwn œti tîn ØpÕ diabol¾n pesÒntwn: ¤pax g¦r ¢pokriqšntej
12

The reference is to the technique of mentioning an argument on the opposing side in order to
refute it. For the evidence (which is inevitably tenuous) for the distribution of the term in this sense
see Heath (1998) 106f. The usage is found in the excerpts from Longinus (213.14, 214.4f.).
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parewr£qhsan, ™pikratestšraj tÁj diabolÁj, ésper kaˆ ™p' ¥llwn
pollîn, À tÁj ¢lhqe…aj gegenhmšnhj. (b2)
(489a34) Paul of Mysia, not understanding the things I have just explained,
excludes the speech On the Stump from the genuine corpus of Lysianic
speeches. And by rejecting many other fine speeches as spurious he does
mankind a serious disservice. For works that have fallen victim to slander are no
longer in circulation; having once been judged inauthentic they are neglected,
slander proving (as is the case in other areas, too) stronger than the truth. (b2)

Smith (1992, 179f.; 1994b, 606) convincingly assigns this passage to Photius.
But we must also ask where Photius got the name of Paul of Mysia from, and why
he mentioned him here. The most obvious explanation is that the source from
which Photius drew the preceding section referred to Paul of Mysia (or ‘some,
including Paul’) by name, and that Photius has substituted ‘some’ at a14, reserving
the name for use in his own appended comment.
Paul of Mysia is probably identical with Paul of Germe, mentioned in the
Suda (P811) as a commentator on Lysias, with an interest in questions of
attribution. His date is uncertain.13 But Eunapius (4.3 = 10.11-13) refers to ‘Paul
and Andromachus from Syria’ as leading teachers of rhetoric in Athens in
Porphyry’s time; if these names are derived from Porphyry himself, they are likely
to reflect the situation in Athens before he left the city in 263. Andromachus is
probably Andromachus of Neapolis, who according to the Suda (A2185) taught in
Nicomedia under Diocletian (AD 284-305). If he was invited to teach in
Nicomedia when Diocletian established his capital there, this would imply that he
was already distinguished in Athens; so his career could well have overlapped
with Porphyry’s Athenian period.14 The Paul mentioned by Eunapius is sometimes
identified with Paul of Lycopolis;15 but he is dated by the Suda (P812) to the reign
of Constantine, making it unlikely that he was prominent in Athens before 263. I
therefore prefer an alternative candidate: there is a perfect chronological fit if we
assume that the Paul who was a leading rhetorician in Athens while Porphyry was
there is Paul of Germe, also known as Paul of Mysia, and that the criticism of Paul
of Mysia’s judgement in Photius derives from Longinus.

4. Lysias, cod. 262, 489b3-b17
(489b3) œsti dā Ð Lus…aj deinÕj mān paq»nasqai, ™pit»deioj dā toÝj prÕj
aÜxhsin diaqe‹nai lÒgouj. (b4) tināj mān oân tîn perˆ toÝj ·htorikoÝj
diatribÒntwn lÒgouj oÙk Ñrqîj Øp»cqhsan e„pe‹n perˆ Lus…ou æj
¢pode‹xai mān t¦ ™gkl»mata par' Ðntinaoàn tîn palaiîn ¢ndrîn tÕ
prokekrimšnon œcei, aÙxÁsai dā taàta pollîn ™nde»j. kaˆ g¦r
13

RE Paulos (15), (16); PLRE II Paulus (12) (there is no evidence to support the suggested forthcentury date).
14
RE Andromachos (20); PLRE I Andromachus (2). Millar (1969) 18: ‘it would be a reasonable
guess, though no more, that Andromachus went first to Athens, like other Syrians, and moved from
there to Diocletian’s court at Nicomedia.’
15
The identification is assumed in PLRE I Paulus (1); Geiger (1994) 227. Stegemann (RE Paulos
(18)) is more cautious; cf. Millar (1969) 18: ‘perhaps identifiable with an Egyptian sophist whom
the Suda makes a contemporary of Constantine.’
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™lšgcontai fanerîj ØpÕ tîn aÙtoà lÒgwn polÝ tÁj ™p' aÙtù
diasfallÒmenoi kr…sewj. kaˆ m£list£ ge toÚtouj Ð kat¦ Mnhsiptolšmou
dielšgcei: qaumastîj g¦r t¾n kathgor…an prÕj mšgeqoj oátoj hÜxhse.
(b13) Kaik…lioj dā ¡mart£nei eØretikÕn mān tÕn ¥ndra, e‡per ¥llon tin£,
sunomologîn, o„konomÁsai dā t¦ eØreqšnta oÙc oÛtwj ƒkanÒn: kaˆ g¦r
k¢n toÚtJ tù mšrei tÁj ¢retÁj toà lÒgou oÙdenÕj Ðr©tai faulÒteroj.
(b17)
(489b3) Lysias is skilled at stirring emotions, and well-equipped to compose
speeches so as to achieve amplification. (b4) Some students of oratorical
literature have been misled into saying of Lysias that in demonstrating the
charges he has the edge over any of the ancients whatsoever, but that he is
inferior in amplifying them. But they are clearly refuted by the speeches
themselves as seriously mistaken in their judgement of him. In particular, the
speech Against Mnesiptolemus completely refutes these people: his
amplification of the accusation in the direction of grandeur is remarkable. (b13)
Caecilius is mistaken when he concedes that the man is as good at invention as
anyone, but not so competent in the disposition of the material invented. In fact,
in this aspect of excellence in oratory, too, he is obviously inferior to none.
(b17)

Ofenloch prints this passage as Caecilius fr. 110. Smith (1994a, 527) suggests
that b3-13 reports Caecilius’ view, and that ‘Photius adds at the end of this
passage: Kaik…lioj dā ¡mart£nei... and contradicts the opinion just reported.’
But this mistakes the structure of the argument, which runs as follows: (i) some
have supposed that Lysias, though good at demonstration, is weak in
amplification; but that is refuted by the effective use of amplification in Against
Mnesiptolemus; (ii) Caecilius thinks that Lysias, though good at invention, is weak
in arrangement; but he is second to none in this as well. Amplification is part of
invention; so the ‘some’ in (i) are identifying a weakness in invention on Lysias’
part. Caecilius, by contrast, denies that Lysias is weak in invention; he finds a
different weakness. Thus the opinion reported in b3-13 cannot be that of
Caecilius; and the passage as a whole must derive from a later critic who is
familiar with, and willing to contest, the opinions of Caecilius and of other
rhetoricians.

5. Demosthenes, cod. 265, 491a33-492a13
After a brief introduction the codex on Demosthenes begins with material on
the authenticity of On Halonessus (491a2-12) and On the Treaty with Alexander
(491a22-28) taken (without acknowledgement) from Libanius’ hypotheses;
Photius inserts what is probably his own response to Libanius’ denial of the
authenticity of On Halonnesus (491a12-22).16 He then mentions doubts about the
authenticity of the speeches Against Aristogeiton (491a29-33), drawing (once
again without acknowledgement) on Libanius. But Libanius’ summary of
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (‘Dionysius of Halicarnassus does not accept that
these speeches are by Demosthenes, on the evidence of the style [™k tÁj „dšaj
tekmairÒmenoj]’) is either misread or else punningly adapted (491a31: ‘among
16

On this passage see Smith (1992) 180-2.
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whom was Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who provides no substantial evidence for
his own assumption [tekm»rion tÁj „d…aj Øpol»yewj] …’) in order to provide a
transition to a response that is not derived from Libanius:
(491a33) ... oÙdā ™ke‹no sunide‹n ™qel»saj, æj pollù me…zwn ™stˆn ½per ¹
™ke…nou ¢pÒfasij aÙtÕj Ð 'Aristoge…twn ¢nomologîn Dhmosqšnhn kat'
aÙtoà gegrafšnai: kaˆ g¦r ¢pologoÚmenoj oÙk ™n tù paršrgJ lšgwn
¢ll' ™pimelîj ¢ntagwnizÒmenoj ™n tù lÒgJ de…knutai, Öj ™pigšgraptai
¢polog…a prÕj t¾n œndeixin LukoÚrgou kaˆ Dhmosqšnouj. (a39)
(491a33) ... He also refuses to see that of far greater weight than his own denial
is the acknowledgement by Aristogeiton himself that Demosthenes had written
against him. He shows this in his defence (not in a passing comment, but in the
course of a careful counter-argument) in the speech entitled Defence against the
Indictment brought by Lycurgus and Demosthenes. (a39)

The appeal to documentary evidence prevents us from attributing the response
to Photius’ independent judgement, but the source is not extant. At this point,
therefore, Photius has switched from Libanius to a different source. This is the
first part of an extended section of material of unknown provenance. Photius
continues:
(491a40) kaˆ Ð kat¦ Meid…ou dā kaˆ kat' A„sc…nou lÒgoj a„t…an œsce toà
m¾ t¾n aÙt¾n kat¦ p£nta ¢ret¾n tù dhmosqenikù sundiasèsasqai
caraktÁri: kaˆ g¦r ™n to‹j dusˆ toÚtoij lÒgoij ™k dialeimm£twn tinîn
ta‹j aÙta‹j ™nno…aij ™pib£llwn ¡mill©sqai doke‹ prÕj ˜autÒn, ésper
¢skoÚmenoj ¢ll' oÙk ™p' aÙto‹j ¢gwnizÒmenoj to‹j œrgoij. diÕ ka… tinej
œfhsan ˜k£teron lÒgon ™n tÚpoij kataleifqÁnai, ¢ll¦ m¾ prÕj œkdosin
diakekaq£rtai: ka…toi kaˆ toàto eÙlabšsteron oƒ ·hqšntej lÒgoi
poioàsin. (b7) ¢ll' o† ge toÚtouj a„tièmenoi, t… ¨n fa‹en perˆ
'Ariste…dou, Öj kaˆ katakÒrwj tù „dièmati toÚtJ fa…netai kecrhmšnoj,
ésper kaˆ tù proišnai kat¦ t¦j ™rgas…aj pšra toà metr…ou, kaˆ tù
per…ttJ m©llon À tù mštrJ tÁj cre…aj sumparekte…nesqai; (b11)
(491a40) The speeches Against Meidias and Against Aeschines have also been
accused of not maintaining in every respect excellence equal to Demosthenes’
distinctive character. For in these two speeches at intervals he gives his attention
to the same ideas, and seems to enter into rivalry with himself, as if he were
practising rather than engaged in a real contest. So some have said that each
speech was left in draft and not revised for publication. Yet the speeches in
question do even that with a degree of discretion. (b7) And what would those
who criticise them say of Aristides, who clearly uses this particular technique to
excess, as well as going beyond due measure in his elaborations and stretching
his material out to excess rather than keeping to the limit of what is needed?
(b11)

Demosthenes Against Meidias is discussed again in 492a41-b9 (§6).17 Smith
(1994a, 527; 1992, 173) assigns a40-b7 to Caecilius. But there are no specific
17

There are references to Against Meidias in Longinus, excerpts 18, 20. Brisson and Patillon
(1994) 5231 n.3 ascribe a work on Against Meidias to Longinus, adopting Ruhnken’s rather
arbitrary emendation of a corrupt entry in the Suda’s bibliography, perˆ toà kat¦ †fubiou; Adler
prints M. Schmidt’s perˆ toà kat¦ fÚ<sin> b…ou, palaeographically a more elegant solution,
although still uncertain.
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grounds for this attribution; if the argument presented so far is correct, Longinus
would be a more likely candidate. Smith (1992, 182) assigns the discussion of
Aristides in b7-11 to Photius; this seems likely: see further on 492b9-17 (§6).
(491b11) m£lista dā Ð kat' A„sc…nou lÒgoj paršscen a„t…an ™n
Øpomn»masi katalele‹fqai oÜpw t¾n ™rgas…an ¢peilhfëj tele…an, diÒti
kaˆ § prÕj t¾n kathgor…an poll¾n œsce t¾n ¢mudrÒthta kaˆ koufÒthta,
™pˆ tÍ teleutÍ toà lÒgou paršqeto: Óper oÙk ¨n perie‹den Ð ·»twr, e„j
™xštasin ¢kribestšran tîn „d…wn lÒgwn katast£j. (b17) ¢ll¦ g¦r oÙc
oÛtw prÒeisin Ð Lus…ou kat¦ Mnhsiptolšmou lÒgoj, ™n p©si dā to‹j
deomšnoij mšresi tÕ paqhtikÕn ful£xaj oÙdā pauÒmenoj tÁj ™pifor©j
¢pšsth, ™pšteine dā m©llon, oÙdā kat¦ tÕ tšloj toÝj ¢kroat¦j ¢post¦j
paroxÚnein. (b22)
(491b11) The speech Against Aeschines in particular has been accused of having
been left in notes and not having received its final revision, because what makes
the most indistinct and insubstantial contribution to the prosecution was placed
at the end of the speech; the orator would not have overlooked this if he had
undertaken a careful examination of his own speeches. (b17) But Lysias’
Against Mnesiptolemus does not proceed in this manner, but in all the sections
that need it he sustains the emotional level, and does not relax the intensity, but
rather increases it, and does not give up inciting his audience even at the end.
(b22)

Ofenloch prints b11-b22 as Caecilius fr. 143; Smith (1994a) 527 concurs. It
can scarcely be a coincidence that this passage and 489b4-13 (§4) are the only
extant references to Against Mnesiptolemus; presumably both derive from the
same source, and Longinus’ exceptionally wide reading—Eunapius describes him
as ‘a living library and a research institute on legs’ (biblioq»kh tij Ãn œmyucoj
kaˆ peripatoàn mouse‹on, 4.1.3 = 6.13-15 = Longinus F3a)—is a relevant
consideration.
(491b22) kaˆ mšntoi kaˆ tÕn parapresbe…aj tināj ™n Øpomn»mas… fasi
kataleifqÁnai, ¢ll' oÙ prÕj œkdosin oÙdā prÕj tÕ tÁj ™rgas…aj
¢phrtismšnon gegr£fqai. di¦ t…; diÒti met¦ t¦ ™pilogik£, poll£ te Ônta
kaˆ scedÕn tÕ ple‹ston mšroj ™pšconta, poll¦j prÕ aÙtîn ¢ntiqšseij
e„pèn, p£lin ™pˆ ¢ntiqšseij ™tr£peto: Óper ¢noikonÒmhtÒn tš ™sti kaˆ
dierrimmšnon. (b28)
(491b22) However, some even say that the speech On the False Embassy was
left in notes and not written up for publication or with a view to perfecting its
workmanship. Why? Because after the epilogue (which is extensive, and takes
up nearly the largest section) although he has addressed many counterpositions
before that, he comes back again to counterpositions; and this is poor
organisation and disorderly. (b28)

Smith (1994a, 527) assigns this to Caecilius. But note again the use of the
term ‘counterposition’ (¢nt…qesij: cf. on 489a30, in §3 above).
(491b29) kaˆ tÕn Øpār SatÚrou dā lÒgon tÁj ™pitropÁj prÕj Car…dhmon
oƒ mān prÕj t¾n kr…sin œcontej tÕ ¢sfalāj Dhmosqšnouj lšgousin enai,
Ð dā Kall…macoj, oÙd' ƒkanÕj ín kr…nein, Dein£rcou nom…zei. tināj dā
aÙtÕn Øpeb£lonto Lus…v, ka…toi kaˆ tÕn crÒnon œcontej aØto‹j
diamacÒmenon kaˆ tÕn tÚpon ¤panta tÁj ™rgas…aj kaˆ t¦ pr£gmata kaˆ
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t¾n ˜rmhne…an. martur…a dā toà dhmosqenikÕn enai tÕn lÒgon kaˆ Ð
plagiasmÕj kaˆ ¹ sunšceia tîn periÒdwn kaˆ ¹ eÙton…a: ™x aÙtoà g¦r
toà prooim…ou toÚtoij Ð lÒgoj diapoik…lletai. kaˆ m¾n kaˆ ¹ perˆ tîn
Ñnom£twn ™klog¾ e„j tÕ ¥riston ¢nhnšcqai kaˆ ¹ sÚnqesij eâ œcein
pefilot…mhtai. marture‹ dā kaˆ t¦ sc»mata: œsti g¦r sunestrammšna
met¦ gorgÒthtoj kaˆ poikil…an tù lÒgJ parecÒmena: kaˆ g¦r ™rwt»seij
prob£lletai kaˆ Øpostrof¦j kaˆ tÕ ¢sÚndeton, oŒj m£lista Dhmosqšnhj
ca…rei crèmenoj. ¢ll¦ kaˆ ¹ sÚnqesij ™pimel¾j kaˆ t¾n ™n£rgeian tù
kÒsmJ oÙ diafqe…rousa, a† te per…odoi tù ¢phrtismšnJ sunagÒmenai kaˆ
tÕ pršpon pantacoà diasózousi. (492a5) tÕ mān oân mhdenÕj fe…desqai
sunqšsewj ¢ll¦ p£nta dieilÁfqai periÒdoij œsti mān 'Isokr£touj kaˆ
Lus…ou prÕj Dhmosqšnhn koinÒn: ¹ dā kat¦ t¦j periÒdouj ™n to‹j
megšqesi poikil…a sumplhroàsa t¦ kîla lambanomšnh t¾n prÕj ™ke…nouj
diafor¦n ¢perg£zetai, toà mān 'Isokr£touj æj t¦ poll¦ mhkÚnontoj t¾n
™rgas…an aÙtîn, toà dā Lus…ou suntšmnontoj. ™x ˜katšrou dā toÚtwn tù
Dhmosqšnei tÕ pršpon diasózetai. (a13)
(491b29) Critics of sound judgement say that the speech Against Satyrus,
dealing with a case of guardianship in reply to Charidemus, is by Demosthenes.
Callimachus (not a competent critic) thinks that it is by Deinarchus. Some have
attributed it to Lysias, though they have against them the chronology, the whole
manner of its workmanship, the facts, and the style. Evidence that the speech is
by Demosthenes is its obliquity, the continuity of the periods, and its vigour;
right from the start the speech is distinguished by these features. Moreover, the
vocabulary is excellent, and the arrangement of words aspires to high quality.
The figures provide further testimony: they are concentrated, have rapidity, and
give the speech its variety. He makes use of erotesis, hypostrophe and
asyndeton, all of which Demosthenes particularly likes to use. Moreover, the
arrangement of the words is careful, and does not impair the vividness through
ornamentation; and the periods, rounded off to perfection, maintain what is
appropriate throughout. (492a5) Never to be neglectful of arrangement, but to
divide everything into periods, is something Isocrates and Lysias have in
common with Demosthenes; but the variation in the length of the cola that make
up the periods is what makes the difference between them—Isocrates in general
extends them, while Lysias keeps them short; by comparison with each of them,
Demosthenes preserves due measure. (a13)

Ofenloch prints b29-a13 as Caecilius fr. 144; Smith (1994a, 527) concurs.
Again, a point of terminology arises: gorgÒthj (b41) is not attested as a literary
critical or rhetorical term before the second century AD, although it then becomes
common.18

6. Demosthenes, cod. 265, 492a27-b17
After the last passage in (§5) Photius returns to Libanius, borrowing
comments on On the Peace (492a14-22) and Against Neaera (492a23-6);19 it is
only now that he refers to Libanius by name, and even here he does so in a way

18

See further Rutherford (1998) 118 n.1.
The introduction to Libanius’ hypotheses (8.607.3-6 Foerster) is the source of the judgements on
the Eroticus and Epitaphios.

19
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that disguises his direct dependence. He then reverts to material for which there is
no extant source:
(492a27) fasˆ dā tÕn Dhmosqšnhn d kaˆ k œth gegonÒta tÕn perˆ tîn
¢tele…wn ½toi tÕn prÕj Lept…nhn filopon»sasqai lÒgon, oá tÕ proo…mion
Logg‹noj mān Ð kritikÕj ¢gwnistikÕn nom…zei (™pˆ Klaud…ou dā oátoj
½kmaze, kaˆ t¦ poll¦ sunhgwn…zeto Zhnob…v tÍ tîn 'Osrohnîn basil…di,
t¾n ¢rc¾n katecoÚsV 'Oden£qou toà ¢ndrÕj aÙtÁj teteleuthkÒtoj, ¿n
kaˆ metabale‹n e„j t¦ 'Iouda…wn œqh ¢pÕ tÁj `EllhnikÁj deisidaimon…aj
palaiÕj ¢nagr£fei lÒgoj): ¢ll¦ g¦r Ð mān Logg‹noj toiaÚthn perˆ toà
proeirhmšnou prooim…ou yÁfon ™x£gei. ›teroi dā oÙk Ñrqîj œfasan tÕ
proo…mion ºqikÕn enai. (a38) kaˆ pollo‹j oátoj Ð lÒgoj paršscen ¢gîna
kr…nesqai proteqe…j, ésper kaˆ 'Aspas…J tù ·»tori, ¤te mhd' ¢figmšnJ
tÁj toà lÒgou qewr…aj e„j ¢kr…beian. (a40)
(492a27) They say that Demosthenes was 24 years old when he laboured on the
speech On the Tax Immunities or Against Leptines, the proem of which the critic
Longinus thinks is combative. (He lived under Claudius, and collaborated
extensively many Zenobia, the queen of Osrhoene who took power when her
husband Odenathus died. An old account records that she converted to Judaism
from the Greek superstition.) Longinus, then, casts this vote about the
aforementioned proem. Others have claimed, incorrectly, that the proem
expresses character. (a38) This speech has caused many people to struggle when
it has been put before them for critical evaluation—for example, the rhetor
Aspasius, since he failed to achieve precision in his analysis of the speech. (a40)

The reference to Longinus may be read as an oblique acknowledgement of the
source, like the reference to Libanius shortly before. The parenthetic biographical
notice (a30-35) is probably due to Photius.20 Smith (1992, 182f.) also assigns a3840 to Photius. This is, again, plausible, but as with Paul of Mysia (489a34-b2, in
(§3) above) we have to ask where the name Aspasius comes from. If Photius has
transferred the name of a target of criticism in his source to his own following
comment, as I have suggested he did with Paul of Mysia, then that source
advanced an analysis of the speech’s proem and named Aspasius as the proponent
of the alternative view which he rejects. There is some reason to believe that a
pupil of Apsines of Gadara named Aspasius (possibly Aspasius of Tyre) wrote on
Against Leptines.21 Apsines’ birth is generally dated around 190; his pupil would
therefore probably be younger than Longinus (born between 200 and 213),22 but
still sufficiently contemporary for Longinus to have engaged in debate with his
views.
(492a41) æsaÚtwj dā kaˆ Ð kat¦ Meid…ou: kaˆ g¦r kaˆ oátoj oÙk Ñl…goij
gšgonen ™n spoudÍ, kaˆ tÁj prÕj ¢ll»louj ¢mfisbht»sewj ¢form¦j
paršsce. (b1) kaˆ oƒ mān toà paqhtikoà caraktÁroj e„na… fasin aÙtÒn,
met¦ deinèsewj ™pexeirgasmšnon, oƒ dā toà pragmatikoà: kaˆ ¡plîj tîn
te ·hm£twn aÙtoà tÕ sfodrÕn kaˆ kat¦ t¾n sÚnqesin ™narmÒnion, kaˆ æj
to‹j paqhtiko‹j mān tîn ™piceirhm£twn kaˆ ™nqumhm£twn paqhtik¾n kaˆ
t¾n ¢paggel…an peri£ptei, to‹j pragmatiko‹j dš, Ósa toÚtoij ™narmÒttei.
20

Smith (1994) 526 n.7 cites parallels in Photius.
Heath (1998) 99-102.
22
Brisson and Patillon (1994) 5219f.; for Apsines’ chronology see Brzoska (1896).
21
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(b8) œcetai mān oân kaˆ toà ½qouj oÙk ™n toÚtJ mÒnon tù lÒgJ, ¢ll¦
kaˆ ™n pollo‹j ¥lloij. (b9) ¢ll£ ge calepètatÒn ™sti lÒgwn
¢gwnistikîn ™rg£tV di¦ tšlouj ful£xai prÕj tÕn ¢ntagwnist¾n tÕ Ãqoj,
m£lista dā to‹j Ósoi fÚsewj œtucon pikrotšraj te kaˆ paqhtikwtšraj,
Âj oÙc ¼kista Dhmosqšnhj te kaˆ 'Ariste…dhj metšcei. diÒper poll£kij
™x£gontai tÁj proqšsewj ™lattoumšnhj ØpÕ tÁj fÚsewj: oÙdā g¦r oÙd'
œstin ƒkan¾ tšcnh katorqîsai tÕ boÚlhma, m¾ sÚnergon œcousa kaˆ t¾n
tÁj fÚsewj „diÒthta. (b17)
(492a41) Similarly the speech Against Meidias: not a few have concerned
themselves with it, and it has occasioned mutual controversy. (b1) Some say that
it is of the emotional kind, worked out with expressions of strong emotion;
others that it is of the practical kind. In fact, it is intense in its vocabulary and
harmonious in its composition; he provides emotional epicheiremes and
enthymemes with a form of expression that is itself emotional, and factual ones
with what is appropriate to them. (b8) He also pays attention to character, not
only in this speech, but also in many others. (b9) But it is very difficult for
someone working on a combative speech to maintain character towards the
opponent all the way through, and especially for those who are of a somewhat
bitter and emotional nature—something of which Demosthenes and Aristides
especially had their share. So they are frequently led astray, their purpose being
overcome by their nature. Technique is not enough to keep intention on the right
track when it does not have the cooperation of natural traits. (b17)

The concluding remarks on the necessity of combining technique and nature
are similar to Longinus, excerpt 10 (215.1f.):23
Óti poll£kij ™nde…v fÚsewj kaˆ oƒ ™pist»monej kat¦ t¾n ™rgas…an
¢potugc£nousin.
Often natural deficiency makes even those who are experts in respect of
craftsmanship fail.

Demosthenes’ limited capacity for character is obviously relevant to Longinus’
rejection of the view that the proem of Against Leptines is expressive of character,
reported in 492a27-40 (above).24 Smith (1992, 183) assigns the comparison of
Demosthenes and Aristides in b9-17 to Photius; however, she notes that this
passage is ‘less stylized’ than the others which she assigns to Photius.
Demosthenes and Aristides appear together in Longinus, excerpt 5 (214.4-6) and
in a testimonium to Longinus in Sopater’s Prolegomena to Aristides (118.1-4 Lenz
= Longinus F18); excerpt 12 (215.9-11) also makes approving reference to
Aristides.25 There is therefore no intrinsic difficulty in seeing Longinus as the
23

Compare, too, the assessment of Demosthenes in Subl. 34.3-5, which also recognises how
Demosthenes’ temperament limits the range of techniques which he can use effectively.
24
Keil (1904) argues that the identification of Photius’ source as Longinus excludes the attribution
of On Sublimity to Longinus, contrasting ‘without character’ (¢nhqopo…htoj, Subl. 34.3) with the
acknowledgement of Demosthenic character in b8-9. But one should note the adversative that
follows (Demosthenes does have character but his temperament makes it difficult for him to sustain
it), and heed the advice in 485b36-40 (§1) on the interpretation of negative terms like ‘unfigured’
or ‘without character’.
25
S Ael. Ar. Pan. 185.18f. (= F21c) may be evidence that Longinus discussed Aristides in book 3
of the Philological Discourses.
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source of this comparison of Demosthenes and Aristides; the hostile view of
Aristides in 491b7-11 (§5) may be due to Photius.

7. An intermediate source?
For the substance of 492a27-38 (§6), on the prologue of Against Leptines,
Photius is using either Longinus or a source that names Longinus. The former is
improbable: Psellus had access to Longinus’ Art of Rhetoric (of which he made an
epitome),26 but there is no evidence that other works of Longinus were still
available at this date, and Photius does not mention him elsewhere. We must,
therefore, reckon with the possibility (at the very least) of an intermediary source.
Treadgold attractively conjectured that in these codices Photius made use of books
3 and 4 of Proclus’ Chrestomathy.27 This, if correct, would readily explain the
presence of material derived from Longinus. There is ample evidence for the
influence of Longinus on Syrianus and his pupils Hermias and Proclus;28
Lachares, another of Syrianus’ pupils, preserves a fragment of Longinus’
Philological Discourses (F21a = Lachares 294.14-35 Graeven).
If we assume that there was an intermediary source, then that source may be
following Longinus faithfully, or he may combine material from Longinus (at least
sometimes attributed) with material from other sources or his own contributions.
The parallels with the excerpts perhaps suggest that the intermediary’s borrowings
from Longinus were extensive; but we cannot gauge the degree of adaptation and
contamination with any certainty. Moreover, there is (as we have seen) sometimes
room for doubt in diagnosing Photius’ interventions. Therefore, while the sections
of Photius discussed here offer the attractive prospect of an enhancement of our
knowledge of Longinus’ critical writings, a measure of caution is still needed.
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